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g1. It has been proved by E, Landau [1] [A] that for B(x), the number of in‑
tegers not exceeding x and representable as the sum of two squares of integers,

we have
B(x) "v bo.vxl.Xg . , bo = .vtL2 4(1 ‑ r‑ 2)‑S,

as x‑).oo, where r runs through all the primes i 3 (mod 4).
Recently some authors [2] [3] have investigated certain generalizations of the

theorem of Landau, and in the present paper I consider some related problems
from a different point of view.

My purpose is to prove the following theorems.

'

Theorem1 if we denote by C(x) the number of integers Slx with Primitive
representations. i. e., which are rePresentable as the sum of two squares of coPrime

natural numbers then we have as x‑)poo
'

3x x‑'
C(X) "w sb, ",v!log
where bo is the same constant as Landa.u's.

'

Theorem 2 Let P(x) denote the number of integers gx with Precisely one*
Primitive rePresentation. Then we have

3x x '
P(x) 'V‑2i‑" log
Theorem 3 If R(x) denotes the number of in.tegers ;sllx rePresentable as the sum

of two squares of integers in one and only one way," then we have an asymptotic
exPansozn
R(x) Av cl

+ C2 xx+ ‑1‑‑‑‑‑
iog2 x

log x

* Two representations are regarded here as being equal when they

summands.

differ oniy in the order of
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Tkeorem 4. ILIC we denote by D(x) the number of natural numbers=<.x each of
zvhich is not the hyPotenuse of any Pythagorean triangle, then

D(x)= 4eO evl.Xg x +O( a.g" .)g )'

g2. Theorem 1 is derived from the following
Lezzama 1. * A natural number n is the sum of two squares of coPrime natural
numbers if and only CIC n is divisible neither by 4 nor by a natural number = 3 (mod
4).

We know from Lemma 1 that C(x) is the number of integers ;!ilx such that
each of them is the product of primes ! 1 (mod 4) only, or the product of 2 and
primes ! 1 (mod 4).

So, if we put
cn =(g gfthne‑IXIsOeeUCt Of Primesiiil(mod 4) only, or 1,

then we have
C(x) ‑ Z c,, + = c.‑ 2.

n$x n$S
Next we define as usual a Dirichlet series
.f<s) ==: MO..O, i;t1, s=a+ti,

for a>1, which converges absolutely and almost uniformly"" in the half‑plane,
Since c. is completely multiplicative, we have
f(S) == ff(1 nv q‑S)‑i,

q
where q runs through all the primes =‑i (mod 4).

But we know that
ig"(S)L(S, x4) =: (1 ‑ 2‑S)‑t fl (1 ‑ q‑S)‑2 U(1 m r‑2s)‑i,

4r
where L(s, x4) is the Dirichlet's L‑function for the nonprincipal character (mod 4).

Hence we have for a>1,
'

.f<s)2 = (1 ‑ 2N"S) ll(1 ‑ r"2S) ((s)L(s, x̀).

r
Now it is obvious that we can go farther in quite the same way as that of

Landau using the known properties of g and L, and we omit the details except
See [D] p. 362.
** This terminology is that of Salgs‑Zygmund "Analytic
;ge

"Fletnctions".
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the finai result

,X,s. Cn rw 4bo eiv'lx
logx'

This gives at once Theorem 1.
S3. Theorem 2 is an immediate consequence of the following
LemHna 2.* A natural number n admits Precisely one Primitive rePresentation
if and only if n is one of the nambers

2, Pi, 2Pi,
where P is a Prime =‑1(mod 4), and l a natztral number.

Let P(x) denote the number of natura! nurnbers :.sx of the form Pi where
P is any prime =‑1(mod 4) andlany natural nurnber. Then we clearly have
iP'(x) == X rr(xitt; 4, 1)

i$logsx
= ff (x; 4, 1) ‑i‑ X z(x!/i; 4, 1)
2Sl$logsx
=ie IoS x {‑ O ( loS x ),

from the prime number theerem in an arithmetical progression.

Therefore
p(x) ‑ i+P(x) + Np()+o (VI)

3x

tev‑e
4 log x'
ss 4. In this section we shall prove at a time Theorem 3 and Theorem 4. In fact

Theorem 4 is a by‑product of Theorem 3. We start from
Lerxkma 3. A natural nblmber n admits Precisely one rePresentation as the sum
of two squares of natural numbers ijC and only if n is one of the numbers

'

'

d2P, 2d2P, 2d2, d2P2,

where d is any natural number which has no Prime divisor iE 1(mod 4) and P is a･ny

Primeil(mod 4).
Proof : Let n= a2 + b2, (a, b) == d. Then f, = a'2+ b'2, (a', b') = 1. Thus

from Lemma 1, we have
* While the case of odd n is only treated in [D] p. 212, the word ̀odd' is dropped there.
See also [4].
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n == d2 llpi, 2d2 fl pi, 2d2,

,z t

where eachPisaprime=‑1(mod 4). On the other hand it is known" that the
number r(n) of the representations of n･as the sum of two squares of integers is
equal to 4ll(1+ai) where the ct's are the exponents on the primes =‑1(mod 4) in

i

the standard factorization of n. Frorn this fact follows our desired result at once.

Proof of Theorem 3:Clearly it is suthcient to care for n:=d2P only. Let ,i?(x)

denote the number of these n's not exceeding x, and D(x) the number of all such
d's f{: x. Then we obtain

k(x)==re... D(V;')'
P=‑1(4)
If we introduce a Dirichlet series
Y(S)=:tep.,t.'si･

'

for a>1 with

d"=I tlllllll'.1111Zt=hkwise,

then it converges absolutely and almost uniformly in the half plane.

From the definition of d. we derive
g(s) = (1 ‑ 2‑S)‑i I7F(1 m r"s)"i,

r
and hence
g(s)2 = (1 ‑ 2‑S)Hill(1 ‑ r‑2S)"i4(s) L(s, x4)‑i.

r
We see from the known properties of C and L that g(s)2 has a simple pole at

4
and is otherwise holomorphic for a>1.
s = 1, with residue co2=( ‑‑bo)2,

Vz

Furthermore there exists a positive constant c such that in the region r, i.
e.,

cl
al;l1‑ 1,g71tl‑>‑lii‑
ltl;l3,
all;1‑ 1,g73 == cl
ao>E‑ ltlS‑3,
" See e. g. [D] p. 432.
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y(s)2 does not vanish and in the region rN formed from r by cutting along the
real axis from ao to 1, we have

g(s)2=O(log6[tl), (1)
fOr Itll3 andsin r"W.
0n the other hand, according to Perron's formuia, we have for non‑integral

x and a>1,

Let T>O be fixed and consider the con‑
tour described in the figure for

b+iT

c
a=1+ log7T'

b+iE'

1:
::::
::
i::
::l:;
::
:::
:i

it

.=..d"=,E'lm..2i.iS::i,gg(s)X‑,̀ds. '

l

b=IH C.

o

Iog7T

Then by Cauchy's theorem

b‑iE

b‑i.T

2i.i S::l: g(s){gLSds

a+iT

a

aLiT

b‑iT b‑ie
b+iT a+iT a+ioo
= 21T'i ke‑iT
(!.‑ioo+!.‑iT+SbmiT+Scut
+Sb+ie+!b+iT+!a+iT)
def 1

= 2.i (It + I2 + I, + I, + I, ‑t‑ I, + I,).

'

We can estimate these integrals with the help of (1) in the same way as in
a proof:" of the prime number theorem and obtain
Ii, I, =o( T(aX‑a o +X10Tg X),

i,, i,:==o(xaiOgT3T), (2)
I3, Is = O(xb log4T).
For I4, we have from the property of y(s),
i4 =:S,., g (s) X‑,Sds == 2j;Ii i g (s) illSSds+SK, g (s) IISds,

where K, is a semi‑circle of radius e drawn around the point 1.
*See e. g. [A] p. 65.

Since g(s), in the neighbourhood of s= 1, has the expansion

g(s)= vgOm 1+ a,(s‑1)}+ a2(s‑1)i+･･･...,

where iVs‑1>O for s>1, we get by putting s==1+eeie,
SK, Y (S) {!llSlds = O(vlrge IX‑i'le rrE) =o(o,

as E‑>O. Consequently, letting e‑>O, we obtain from the property of g(s),
I4 == 2!i g (s) kSds,

by an extended Cauchy Theorem".
But on the horizontal line from b to 1 we have
ggS) =.vl‑, C?i ‑ (1 ‑ ,))+ o (ivtiurg ) ==vf‑ol, + o(vi :rg ).

Accordingly '
i4 = 2coiSi ,vl‑tt‑sds+O (S) x'vv'i‑s ds)

== 2Coi (r(‑ll‑)‑S:‑b)i... e‑"VldV) + O(aogXx)g !oOOe‑"vidv)

= 2Co 'VftLi,vigx+O (a,gX'i)m‑i)+O((v?obgx)' (3)
Choosing T == x"‑b, it follows from (2) (3) that
ii S."'‑iO..Og (s) {iLSdS= J{Il!il ".vigx+O (a,gX.);) '

Therefore we conclude that

tt

D(x) := 4eO evl{.‑g‑i+O ((i.gX.)g)･ (4)
And in fact this proves Theorem 4 since we have
Leinma 4. "'ts A natural number n is the hyPotenuse of a Pythagorean triangle
if and only if n has at least one Prime divisor =‑1 (mod 4).

Now
RN(x)= ili‑]..D(V XL) =:‑ll ili.ill..D(V X )+‑}me..x4(p)D(V X )‑‑l}‑D(V : )

b=1(4)

Then we shall employ the following
*
:g*

See e. g. Ahlfors "Conzplex Anlyasis''.
See [D] p. 361.

(5)
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Lemma 5. * if B(x) is a .Letnction of bounded variation in every finite interval
fbr x>O, and a(n) is dojined for all natural .number n so that
(i) a(n)==O(1), (ii) Xa(n)=O(xti(x)), ti(x) == o(1), x6(x)‑>oo

n$x

(iii) B(x)= O(xa), O;;la<1,
then
,R.. a (n) B(‑X) =[.o(xs(x)i‑a).

Since
= x4(P)== rr(1)(x)‑rc(3)(x) = O(xeMB VIogx ),

psx
where n(i)(x) and T(3)(x) denote the number of primes $x of the form 4fe+1 and
4le + 3 respectively, and D('VIIi') =O(VioXgx) by (4),

,X... x4(P) D(V‑i;‑) =o(xe‑gviog x ),
by taking 6(x) == e‑BViOgX , B(x):==D(iv!I) and a=‑ll‑ in Lemma 5,

Hence we have

N(x) == ‑ll‑ ili.il.. D(V'X )+o(xe‑l vi6'iiY). (6)
On the other hand the following lemma holds.
Lemma 6"" if F(u,x) is a non‑negative junction of u and x for 2;Slu:$gx such
that F(u,x)/log u is non‑increasing when u increases from 2 to x, then we have as
X‑> oo

'
,=... F(p, x) ={i+o(e‑r"iiog ̀o )}S,X Fig"g' .X) du + o(tu,F(2, x)),

where r is a certain Positive numerical constant and di = ca(x) is any function of x
such that x‑>T bl + 2 for all szofficiently large x and w‑>oo as x‑>oo.

Since F(tt, x) == D(V : ) satisfies the conditions of Lemma 6,

,i:E.i:].. D(V i ‑) =={i+o(e‑r' "'ogx)} S; D,gYlti/I)du+o(vfi',.)

= {x+ o(xe"r'vi‑.gx)}!;'‑tl2()(, V)dv+!/L, 1,dg". +O(.vfi6g.), (7)

' Thi$ is a modification of Axe;'g 'Iiie'6';6‑i‑n" ic)l[

'

if715'lil 'il3').

** This is merely a variant of the lemma in [B] S. 203.
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L
by taking to = xs.
We shall now show that

D(Vv)
dv
" iJ7, '"‑ l9i
log X

1

(8)

th

sl

log x '

v
as xe.oo , 1. e.e

x
.iEIg (iog x) ji

D(Vv)

dv

log X

V2

e

Pi <OO,

v

.
exlsts.
D(V'iJT)log x

x

v)dv == (S 2vx

SJ'flx,

v2 log f, ‑

, f(oo

, v) = D(X., v), we

+si7) f(x, v)dv =S2VXflx, v)dv + o(vlN‑

have

and
!,VX{flx, v)‑f(oo, v)}dv = S,V"P(Y,")e1.gl:g‑IV,g,

dvl･

i

= o( log x s2VxV;:,gvdv) .. o( log x ).

Consequently
ISe !," X{ f(x, v) ‑f(oo , v)}dv = o.

co‑

But !2 D(¥,V)dv clearly exists and is finite. Thus we

conc!ude that

limi,n.. S,VXf(x, v)dv = i,OO D(2:,(V)‑dv = p, <.,

which in view of (9) proves (8).

And we can prove that
i.iLnoo(iogx)2(S,‑' ?i,Vx‑
V. )e g,V ‑Pi ,,g . ] ‑= P2 < oo,

v

exists, 1. e.,

s;' ?igVilll)" g2" =pi i.g. +p2 a.gi .)2 +o( a,gi

v
as x‑>oo, and furthermore fore any m>=1,

X)2 ),

(9)

flx, v) ==

)･

Writmg
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s;' ?g,V Z' e gg ‑pi ,.g . +p2 (,.,i .), + ･･･ +o( (i,,i.)･n )･
(10)

v

by repeating the similar process and argument as above.
Hence from (6) (7> (10) we have an asymptotic expansion
?? (")N ,*., P'n (1,gX .)n ,

jn Poincar6's sense.

Thus
R(x)=R'‑(x)+"R‑( : )+0(･V x )
tw tep.1 C" (logX x)n .

This proves Theorem 3.
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